RAWFILL

Bergische Waste Management Association (BAV)
WP leader for Long Term Effects
The BAV was founded 1976 by two counties in Northrhine-Westphalia.

- Responsible for waste management for an area of 1,300 km² and approx. 550,000 people.
- Currently 55 employees.
- The BAV also operates the household waste landfill Leppe with a surface area of 45 hectares.
WP Long Term effects

1. EU-wide LFM Knowledge exchange
   - Gather knowledge from other projects and best practice examples

2. EU LFM policy platform
   - Support managing authorities and legislators in their DMP

3. Ambassador network to promote LFM
   - Increase LFM acceptance and support EU-wide rollout

4. Setting up grad and postgrad training activities
   - Long term success through training and transfer of expert knowledge
WP Long Term effects
Target groups

- Infrastructure and public service provider
- Sectoral Agency
- Public Authorities (Local, Regional, National)
- Interest groups (NGOs, etc.)
- Higher education and research
- Education center / schools
- Industry and SME
- International Organizations

RAWFILL – Kick Off meeting 6th and 7th June
Contacts at BAV

Christian Wolf
Main Contact
+49 2263 805 559
+49 151 228 43 577
wolf@bavmail.de

Pascal Beese-Vasbender
+49 2263 805 546
pbv@bavmail.de

Yvonne Hilgers
+49 2263 805 551
hilgers@bavmail.de

Christina Oetter
+49 2263 805 597
coe@bavmail.de
Interreg North-West Europe

Thank you!